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Introduction 
In this paper, we define certain numerical invariants associated to a differentiable 
manifold with boundary. These differentiable invariants were defined for closed 
manifolds by Berstein [ 11, and our definitions provide a generalization for manifolds 
with boundary. We study some of the properties of these numbers and construct 
some examples. We also obtain a product inequality (cf. Theorem 2.1) which relates 
the embedding (immersion) numbers of the product of two manifolds with those 
of the factors. This yields in particular a product inequality of Berstein’s embedding 
and immersion numbers for closed manifolds. Some results which provide upper 
and lower bounds for embedding and immersion numbers are also given. Since the 
proofs of the assertions for immersion covering numbers are entirely similar to those 
for the embedding case we have deemed it proper to omit them. 
1. Embedding and immersion numbers 
Although many of the proofs work for topological manifolds, we will restrict to 
the smooth case and hence all manifolds, embeddings and immersions considered 
are differentiable of class C”. 
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If V” and W” are manifolds, we write 
(Vm,i)V”)L,(Wn,,w”) 
if V” can be properly embedded in W” (i.e. if there exists an embedding of V” in 
W” whose restriction to aV” defines an embedding of aV” in a W”). Similarly we 
write 
(V,,V)&-+ (W”,dW”) 
for an immersion. 
1.1. Definition. Let V be a compact n-dimensional manifold, and let Nk( V, aV) be 
the least integer R such that there exists a covering of V by R open sets U, , . . . , U, 
for which 
( lJi, aUi) L, (w:‘“, Rn+k-‘), i=l,..., R, 
where alJi denotes the open set in aV defined by 
au,= u,nav 
and R’ denotes f-dimensional euclidean space. 
We shall call Nk( V, aV) the embedding covering number of ( V, aV) in codimen- 
sion k. 
Similarly we define the immersion covering number nk( V, aV) in codimension k, 
to be the least integer R such that there exists a covering of V by R open sets 
L-J,, . . ., U, for which 
(uj,aui)d-+(R:+k,R"+k~'), i=l,..., R. 
1.2. Remark. (i) If V is a closed n-dimensional manifold (aV= 4) we shall write 
for the embedding and immersion numbers of V in codimension k; these are the 
numbers defined by Berstein [l] for closed manifolds. 
(ii) Note that the embedding covering number NO( V, dV) of (V, dV) in 
codimension 0 is precisely the least number of charts needed to define the differenti- 
able structure of the manifold V. 
For a given n-dimensional manifold with boundary V we shall denote by D(V) 
the double of V. Thus D(V) is the closed n-dimensional manifold obtained from 
V by identifying two copies of V along their boundaries. 
We now derive some basic properties of covering numbers. 
1.3. Proposition. 
(i) nk(yaV)<Nk(V,aV)sNo(V,dV). 
(ii) Nk(i)V)S Nk( V, dV) and thesamefornk. 
(iii) N,(D(V))s Nk(V,itV) andthesameforn,. 
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Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) are trivial consequences of Definition 1.1. To prove 
(iii) let {U,, . . . , UR} be a cover of V by R open sets such that 
(U,, dUgi,) c-3 (R:+k, Rn+k-‘), i=l,...,R. 
From the doubling process, there arises an open cover {D( U,), . . . , D( UR)} of 
D(V) by R open sets where D( U,) is the open set in D(V) obtained from U, by 
identifying two copies of U, along a U,. If au, = U, n aV = C#J then D( Ui) is the 
disjoint union of two copies of U,. 
Finally, embeddings 
D( Ui) L, [Wnth, i=l,...,R, 
are defined in the obvious way from the above embeddings by forming the double 
D([W:+k) = IWnik. 0 
1.4. Proposition. Let V be a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary ~3 V and 
suppose that there exists an embedding V-, IWnth (respectively: there exists an immer- 
sion Vd-+[W”+k of Vin IWntk). Then 
Nk(VilV)sNk(i)V)+i 
(respectively: nk(VaV)<nk(aV)+l). 
Proof. Suppose that Nk(iJV) = R and let {U, , . . . , U,} be a covering of a V by R 
open sets each of which embeds in UX”+“~‘. We now use a collar of aV in V to note 
that each of the open sets U, is the boundary i) W, of an open set W, contained in 
V such that 
( wi, a w,) L, (R:+h, Rn+L-L). 
Let W,,, = V-8V. Then W,,, is open in V and embeds in [Wntk. The conclusion 
of the proposition now follows by observing that {W,, . . . , W,+,} is a covering of 
V by R + 1 open sets such that 
(w;, a w;) 9 (R:+“, [w n+k-I ), i=l,...,R+l. q 
1.5. Corollary. Let V be a compact n-dimensional manifold with nonempty boundary 
and suppose V is parallelizable. Then 
n,(V,aV)~n,(aV)+l. 
Proof. According to the Hirsch-Poenaru theorem (see Theorem 1.6 below) V” can 
be immersed in Iw”. The assertion now follows from Proposition 1.4. 0 
1.6. Theorem (Hirsch-Poenaru). Let V” be a compact n-dimensional manifold with 
nonempty boundary. Then V” immerses in [w” if and only if it is parallelizable [4,6]. 
1.7. Corollary. Let V be a compact n-dimensional manifold with nonempty boundary. 
Suppose that both V and its boundary a V are parallelizable. Then 
no( V, a V) s 3. 
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Proof. We first note that for the (n - I)-dimensional closed manifold HIM we have 
that n,(aM) = 2. This follows from the fact that aM can be expressed as the union 
along their common boundaries of a compact (n - 1)-dimensional parallelizable 
manifold (which by the Hirsch-Poenaru theorem, Theorem 1.6, immerses in 
codimension 0) and an (n - I)-dimensional disk. The result now follows from 
Corollary 1.5. q 
2. Product inequalities for embedding and immersion numbers 
We now state the theorem which gives the product inequalities alluded to in the 
introduction. 
Let V and W be two compact manifolds with boundary of dimensions m and n 
respectively and recall that by means of a standard rounding the corners procedure, 
the Cartesian product V x W has a cannonical structure of a smooth manifold with 
boundary ([3] and [2, Theorem 11). 
2.1. Theorem. Let V, Wand V x W be as above. Then 
Nk+[(vx w,qvx W))sN,(V,aV)+N,(W,aW)-I 
and 
nk+,(Vx W,a(Vx W))Cn,(V,JV)+n,(W,iIW)-1. 
Proof. Let us suppose that Nk( V, a V) = Q and JV,( W, a W) = R and { V, , . . . , VQ} 
be a covering of V by Q open subsets such that 
(Vi, avi) q (RZ’“, Rmtk-r), i=l 3 . . . 3 Q. 
Also let { W,, . , . , W,} be a covering of W by R open subsets such that 
( W;,aWj) L, ([W:+‘,[W’+‘), j= 1,. . . , R. 
Choose smooth partitions of unity {n, . . . , ro} and {p, . . . , pR} subordinated to 
the coverings {V,, . . . , V,} and { W, , . . . , W,} respectively. Consider the subsets 
V:={xE V(~,(x)>0,~,(x)=0f0rs<i} 
and 
Wj={yE W(pj(y)>O,p,(y)=Ofortcj}. 
Now, in the product V x W we consider the open sets V x Wj, i = 1,. . . , Q, j = 
l,..., R and note that the above embeddings yield embeddings 
( v, x wi, a( vi x 4)) 9 (R,“+k x IW:+‘, a(lR,“+” x IX;+‘)), (1) 
where 
a( vi x Wj) = ( v, x Wj) n a( v x W). 
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Moreover, for k = 2, . . . , Q + R we write 
u;= u (Vix w;>. 
t+j=k 
Then the closure of V: x WI with i +j = k cannot meet any other Vk x W: with 
s + t = k since that implies either s < i or t < j. In other words, the terms of r/l, are 
mutually separated; hence there exist open neighbourhoods 0; of the Vi x Wi in 
V x W such that 0; does not meet any other Ob, with s + t = k. Let 0, = 0; n ( V, x Wj). 
Then each 0, is open in VX W and the inclusions 
(O,, a0,) c (v, x W, a( v, X W)) 
define embeddings 
(u,, au,) L, (R:+k X[W:+‘, a@,“+” x R:+‘)), (2) 
where 
Uk = lJ 0, and auk = lJ dOi,. 
i+j=k i+,,=k 
Since{V; ,..., Vb}and{W: ,..., Wk} cover V and W respectively then {Vi x Wj} 
cover VX W. Both O:, and V, x Wj contain Vi x Wi, hence so does their intersection 
0,. Therefore {U,, . . . , U,,,} is a covering of V x W by Q + R - 1 open subsets 
such that there exist embeddings 
(U,, au,) L, ([Wy+k+n+f, [Wmtk+“+‘-I), k =2,. . . , Q+ R. 
These last embeddings are obtained from (2) after rounding corners identifying 
R,“+k x R:+/ with Ry+k+n+l. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
2.2. Remark. Note that in the special case where the manifolds V and W of Theorem 
2.1 above are closed, we obtain the inequalities 
Nk+l( V x W) Q Nk( V) + N,( W) - 1 
and 
which have previously been obtained by Professor I.M. James (unpublished). 
An example 
Let V be a compact n-dimensional manifold whose boundary is the ordinary 
(n - 1)-sphere and denote by 0 the closed manifold obtained from V by attaching 
to it a copy of the standard disk D” by means of their common boundary. We have 
2.3. Proposition. 
Nk( e) s Nk( v, Sn-‘) 
and similarly for nk. 
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Proof. Let {U,, . . . , U,} be a covering of V by R open subsets such that 
( Ui, aUi) L, (rW:+k, IWn+kp’), i= 1,. . . , R. 
We first consider the products 
aU,x[O,l), i=l,..., R, 
and note that the disk D” can be covered by open sets diffeomorphic to aUi x [0, 1). 
Recall that {aUi} covers the sphere S”-‘. 
We now extend the embeddings a U, LS Rntk-’ to embeddings a U, x [0, 1) L* [WZtk 
in the obvious way. 
Let 
wi= ui l_, (?JU,x[O, 1)) 
ilU,XO 
then { W,, . . . , W,} is an open cover of c and 
Wi L, Rn+k=[W:+k IJ F%“+k 
R”+L-l 
therefore proving the inequality of the proposition. q 
2.4. Corollary. There exist manifolds with boundary (V, aV) such that 
No(13V) # No( v, av). 
Proof. According to Kervaire and Milnor [5, p. 5291 there exists for each positive 
integer m a parallelizable 4mdimensional manifold V whose boundary 8V is the 
ordinary (4m - 1)-sphere and whose index T(V) is nonzero. 
On the other hand, we know by Berstein [ 1, p. 971 that for a closed 4m-dimensional 
manifold M the vanishing of the index is a necessary condition for No(M) = 2. 
We now consider one such Kervaire-Milnor manifold V of dimension 4m and 
1 
construct from it the closed manifold V by attaching a 4m-disk to V as in Proposition 
2.3. Then from Bernstein’s result quoted above we conclude that NJ ?) 2 3; because 
the index r( p’) # 0. 
From Proposition 2.3 we have that 
3~No(Q~No(V,aV), 
and, as aV= S4”-‘, we have No(a V) = 2 hence 
No(dV) f NJ v, av). 0 
In [l], using surgery and Morse theory, Berstein proved the following beautiful 
theorem. 
2.5. Theorem (Berstein). Let M be a closed stablyparallelizable marCfold of dimension 
n, with n # 4 and n # 6 mod 8. Then N,(M) = 2. 
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Hence, one can define the differentiable structure of all such n-dimensional 
manifolds with exactly two charts. In particular this is true for every odd dimensional 
stably parallelizable closed manifold. 
One can combine Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 1.4 to obtain the following 
corollary. 
2.6. Corollary. Let V be a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary such that 
there exists an embedding k’s, R”. Suppose that n # 5 and n # 7 mod 8. Then 
N,(V,aV)G3. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.5 to the closed stably parallelizable manifold a V The result 
now follows from Proposition 1.4. q 
3. Concluding remarks 
Unfortunately we have not been able to prove an analogous version of Theorem 
2.5 for manifolds with boundary. 
Note that if V is a manifold with boundary such that N,( V, a V) = 2, then it follows 
trivially that N,(aV) = N,(D( V)) = 2 (cf. Proposition 1.3). Therefore N,(aV) =2 
and NJ D( V)) = 2 are necessary conditions for NO( V, a V) = 2. 
The following conjecture states the sufficiency of these conditions. 
3.1. Conjecture. If V is a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary such that 
N,(aV) = NO( D( V)) = 2 then N,,( V, aV) = 2. 
Finally we remark that if one could prove Conjecture 3.1, then a version of 
Theorem 2.5 for manifolds with boundary will follow from Theorem 2.5 itself. 
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